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Abstract Many groups contributed to a blind interpretation exercise for the deter-
mination of shear-wave slowness beneath the Santa Clara Valley. The methods in-
cluded invasive methods in deep boreholes as well as noninvasive methods using
active and passive sources, at six sites within the valley (with most investigations
being conducted at a pair of closely spaced sites near the center of the valley).
Although significant variability exists between the models, the slownesses from
the various methods are similar enough that linear site amplifications estimated in
several ways are generally within 20% of one another. The methods were able to de-
rive slownesses that increase systematically with distance from the valley edge, cor-
responding to a tendency for the sites to be underlain by finer-grained materials away
from the valley edge. This variation is in agreement with measurements made in the
boreholes at the sites.

Introduction

Shear-wave slownesses (where slowness is the inverse
of velocity) within several hundred meters of the Earth’s sur-
face are important in specifying earthquake ground motions
for engineering design. Not only are the shear-wave slow-
nesses used to classify sites in modern building codes, but
they are also used in site-specific studies of particularly
significant structures. Many are the methods for estimating
subsurface shear-wave slownesses, but few are the blind
comparisons of the slownesses resulting from independent
interpretations of multiple measurements using different
methods at a single site—what we call a blind interpretation
exercise (e.g., Brown et al., 2002; Stephenson, Louie, et al.,
2005; Cornou et al., 2007). The word blind is important here
and means that the measurements and interpretations were
performed independently of one another. We present here
the results of one blind interpretation exercise conducted
at six sites in the Santa Clara Valley, California (Fig. 1).
Boreholes were drilled to several hundred meters by the San-
ta Clara Water District at these sites (Hanson et al., 2002),
and in a collaborative study with a number of U.S. Geolo-
gical Survey (USGS) researchers, the holes were made avail-
able for downhole logging (Newhouse et al., 2004). Stephen
Hartzell of the USGS realized that these boreholes presented
an opportunity for assessing the strengths and weaknesses of
the various measurement and interpretation methods, and he
and USGS scientists Jack Boatwright and Carl Wentworth

recommended that one of the borehole sites, in the city of
San Jose, California, be used for the blind interpretation
exercise: the site had good access and adequate space for
conducting measurements. This site is the Coyote Creek
Outdoor Classroom (CCOC), adjacent to William Street Park
(WSP). The borehole was at CCOC, but many of the measure-
ments were at WSP, 200 m from CCOC. The first author of
this article (D. M. B.) took on the job of coordinating the
exercise. He persuaded several teams to make measurements,
helped with the local logistics, collected the results, and
organized and conducted an international workshop in
May 2004, at which the participants in the exercise gathered
in Menlo Park, California, to describe their measurements
and interpretations, and to see the results of the comparisons
of the various methods for the first time. An important part of
the process is that borehole geophysical and geological data
were not provided to participants until interpretation reports
were received by D. M. B. The second author of this article
(M. W. A.), who was one of the participants in the exercise,
took the lead in preparing an Open-File Report describing the
results of that workshop (Asten and Boore, 2005a).

A number of the investigator teams also made mea-
surements and provided slowness models at five other
boreholes (results from some of these measurements are
discussed in Stephenson, Louie, et al. [2005]). In this arti-
cle, we present results for all of the sites, with a focus on
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the CCOC/WSP site. Our article not only illustrates the varia-
bility in slowness at a single site resulting from indepen-
dent measurements and interpretations, but it also finds
a systematic increase in slowness with increasing distance
from the valley edge, consistent with geologic considerations
(coarse-grained alluvial sediments or older sediments near

the valley edge and fine-grained fluvial sediments near
the valley center). The most important result of our study
may be that the variability in the slowness models is small
enough that predictions of linear site amplifications based
on average slownesses are generally within 20% of one
another.
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Figure 1. Location map of the blind interpretation sites. The labeled circles are the locations of boreholes; all but WLLO were logged
using the SPSVL method. The coordinates of CCOC are 21.86835° E, 37.33702° N (North American Datum of 1927 [NAD27]; from Went-
worth and Tinsley, 2005).
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We use slowness as the material parameter of interest
rather than velocity, for reasons discussed in Brown et al.
(2002) and Boore and Thompson (2007). In brief, slowness
(which is the inverse of velocity) is more directly related
to site amplification than velocity and is a more sensitive
indicator of variability near the surface. We use SS to indicate
shear-wave slowness (and, when used, VS for shear-wave
velocity).

Geologic Setting

The Santa Clara Valley is a subsiding trough filled by
Quaternary sediments eroded from the surrounding moun-
tains. The surficial geology and a cross section of the valley
are shown in Figures 1 and 2. An excellent discussion of the
geology and the implications for variability from site to site
is given in Wentworth and Tinsley (2005). Tectonic subsi-
dence, sea-level changes related to glaciation, and climate
changes have produced a number of cycles of sedimentation.
These cycles are characterized by alterations of fine- and
coarse-grained sediments in the Quaternary section. In gen-
eral, the sediments are approximately flat lying (with a gra-
dient on the order of 2 m=km), with little variability over
distances of several hundred meters (at least for sites near
the center of the valley; Wentworth and Tinsley, 2005).
On the other hand, there is a clear tendency for the slowness
to depths of least 300 m to increase with increasing distance
from the edge of the valley; this is shown in Figure 3, in
which slownesses from suspension P- and S-wave (PS) ve-
locity logs (SPSVL) averaged over 5-m depth intervals are
plotted against depth (the SPSVL models were obtained by
R. A. Steller of GeoVision using an Oyo suspension logging
system, under contract to the USGS). The sediments were
deposited unconformably on Tertiary Miocene rocks in
the west part of the valley and on Cretaceous/Jurassic
Franciscan and Great Valley formation rocks near the center

of the valley (Fig. 2). These rocks form the effective bedrock
for the sites, and the top surface of these rocks ranges in
depth from about 240 to 410 m at the sites of interest in
this study, as estimated from gravity studies, borehole mea-
surements, and seismic reflection and refraction studies (e.g.,
Wentworth and Tinsley, 2005; Catchings et al., 2006;
C. Wentworth, personal comm., 2006).

Methods for Determining Subsurface Slowness

We classify methods for estimating slowness into two
major groups: invasive and noninvasive (Table 1). Within
each group, the methods can be further divided into groups
using active sources (such as electromechanical vibrators or
impact sources) and passive sources (such as ambient noise)
to generate the waves from which the slowness models are
derived; some methods combine measurements from active
and passive sources. We were fortunate to have representa-
tives of most of the methods given in Table 1. The specific
methods applied to the sites in our study are given in Table 2.
All of these methods were applied to the CCOC/WSP sites,
and a subset of the methods was applied at the other sites.
We make no attempt here to discuss the measurement and
interpretation methods; reviews of these can be found in
Asten and Boore (2005b), Stephenson, Louie, et al.
(2005), Asten (2006), and Boore (2006), and in the selected
references given in Table 2.

In this article, we present results only for shear-wave
slowness. We do this for two reasons: (1) because most of

Figure 2. Schematic cross section through the Santa Clara
Valley, approximately along the line from MGCY to CCOC (Fig. 1).
The Quaternary sediments at sites MGCY, STGA, and probably
STPK are underlain by Tertiary sedimentary rock (denoted as
Tm), and at WLLO, CCOC, and GUAD the Quaternary sediments
are underlain by the Franciscan assemblage of Cretaceous and
Jurassic age (denoted as KJf). S=L indicates sea level. The drawing
is not to scale, and there is a large vertical exaggeration (the depth
to KJf at CCOC is 410 m); from Wentworth and Tinsley, 2005.
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the noninvasive methods based their compressional-wave
slowness models on assumptions about Poisson’s ratio or
the depth to the saturated layer rather than actual measure-
ments of compressional waves and (2) because shear-wave
slownesses are much more important than compressional-
wave slownesses in the amplification of earthquake ground
motion.

Procedures for Comparing Models

Central to our article are the ways in which we compare
the models from the various interpretations. Traditionally, the
comparisons are done visually by plotting the velocity versus
depth for various models. As we discussed earlier, we prefer
plots of slowness versus depth in such comparisons, as they
better illustrate differences for high values of slowness rather
than for low values of slowness. High values of slowness are
generally found near the surface and are more important in
determining site amplification for engineering purposes than
are the generally lower values of slowness at greater depths.

Another basis for comparison are average slownesses
from the surface to various depths. A commonly used depth
is 30 m; this average is used in classifying sites in some mod-
ern building codes (Dobry et al., 2000; Building Seismic
Safety Council (BSSC), 2004) and is used to characterize site
response in recent ground-motion prediction equations (e.g.,
Power et al., 2008). Average velocities for a number of the
models discussed here were tabulated by Stephenson, Louie,
et al. (2005) for depths of 30, 50, and 100 m and by Asten
and Boore (2005b) for depths of 30, 85, 185, and 293 m. In
this article, we tabulate the average slownesses for depths of
5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 80, and 160 m.

Plots of slowness and tabulated values of average
slowness do not provide quantitative estimates of the con-
sequences of different models for one of the most im-
portant practical engineering uses of slowness models: the
amplification of ground motion due to the near-surface

Table 1
General Classification of Methods for Obtaining

Near-Surface Slowness Models

Invasive Methods Noninvasive Methods

• Surface source
– Receiver in

borehole

– Receiver in
cone
penetrometer

• Downhole
source
– Suspension

PS
logger

– Crosshole

• Single station (H=V)

• Multiple stations
– Active sources (linear spread of

receivers)
Reflection/Refraction
SASW
MASW

– Passive sources (2D array
of receivers)
FK
SPAC
ReMi (receivers in line)

– Combined active and passive

See Table 2 for meaning of abbreviations; from Boore, 2006.

Table 2
List of Measurements and Interpretations for which Results Are Presented in This Article

Method Selected Reference (in Asten and Boore, 2005a, if possible)

Invasive Methods

Suspension PS velocity logger (SPSVL) http://www.geovision.com/PDF/M_PS_Logging.PDF, last accessedMay 2008

Surface source-downhole receiver: using borehole (SSDHR-BH) Boore and Thompson (2007)

Surface source-downhole receiver: using SCPT (SSDHR-SCPT) T. L. Holzer et al. (unpublished manuscript, 2008)

Noninvasive: Active Sources
High-resolution reflection/refraction (HRRR) Williams et al. (2005)

Spectral analysis of surface waves (SASW) Bay et al. (2005)

Multichannel analysis of surface waves (MASW) Stephenson, Williams, et al. (2005)

Noninvasive: Passive Sources
2D receiver array

Spatial autocorrelation (SPAC) Hartzell et al. (2005)

Multimode spatial autocorrelation (MMSPAC) Asten (2005)

1D receiver array

Refraction microtremor (ReMi) Stephenson, Williams, et al. (2005)

0D receiver array

Horizontal/Vertical Spectral Ratios (HVSR) D. H. Lang (personal comm., 2004) and Lang and Schwarz (2005)

Noninvasive: Combined Active and Passive Sources
MASW� frequency-wavenumber array analysis
(MASW� FK)

Yoon and Rix (2005)

MASW� microtremor array method (MASW�MAM) Hayashi (2005)

The abbreviations are used in the figures showing the results.
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sediments. For this reason, we prefer comparisons of the am-
plifications of the models rather than the slowness models
themselves. We present the results of three methods of esti-
mating linear amplification: empirically based amplifications
using the average slowness to 30 m, simplified amplifica-
tions based on the square root of the effective seismic impe-
dance (SRZ), and calculations of linear site response for
plane SH waves that account for all reverberations within
the layers. We discuss the amplification calculations in more
detail in the section on results from CCOC/WSP.

While we are primarily interested in slowness values
averaged over depth intervals, as these are of most impor-
tance to site amplification, we recognize that point estimates
of slowness are useful in engineering applications as well,
such as in studies of liquefaction potential.

Results: CCOC/WSP

Location

The locations of the borehole at the CCOC and WSP are
shown in Figure 4. Unlike CCOC, the access at WSP is unre-
stricted and there is more room in which to conduct measure-
ments. For these reasons, most measurements were made
at WSP. Note that the two sites are separated by about
200 m and are both located along the course of a nearby
stream (Coyote Creek) that is incised about 10 m below
the surrounding ground level. According to Wentworth
and Tinsley’s (2005) analysis of the history of sediment de-
posits as inferred from analysis of cuttings, cores, and logs

from the CCOC borehole, little lateral variation is expected in
the slownesses of the materials beneath both sites.

Sources of Models

All of the models were sent to us in the form of Ameri-
can Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) files
and spreadsheet files by the investigators. Most of the models
for CCOC/WSP are included in individual papers and presen-
tations gathered together by Asten and Boore (2005a). The
specific models are listed in Table 3. When reports contained
multiple interpretations, we chose the single interpreta-
tion preferred by the investigators. We include this infor-
mation in Table 4. For models interpreted by Lang from
horizontal/vertical spectral ratio (HVSR) measurements and
by Stephenson from refraction microtremor (ReMi) measure-
ments, we used results subsequent to those submitted for
the May 2004 workshop. (See Table 2 for the definition
of abbreviations such as HVSR and ReMi used to describe
the measurements.) While these results are not strictly blind,
we are convinced that the revised models did not make use of
the information learned at the workshop. Lang’s initial mea-
surements were clearly in error, and he based his revised
model on new measurements; Stephenson chose to derive
his preferred model as the geometric mean of models from
extremal estimates of the dispersion curves rather than from a
single preferred dispersion curve.

Reference Model

In our comparisons of both the slownesses and the
amplifications, we find it desirable to define a reference
model that we hope is close to the actual slowness under
the site. It is tempting to use the SPSVL as the reference
model, as being based on invasive measurements, it is a di-
rect measure of wave slowness. In addition, in comparison to
the other invasive models, it has better vertical resolution (the
dominant frequency of the waves used to measure travel time
is near 1000 Hz, as opposed to the approximately 50-Hz
waves used by the other invasive methods) and extends to
greater depth. Some might object to the large, random-
appearing variation of the slowness with depth (Fig. 5).
These variations, however, coincide very closely with the
grain sizes of the sediments (also shown in Fig. 5), with
low and high velocities corresponding to the cycles of fine-
and coarse-grained materials, respectively. This correla-
tion between the SPSVL model and the material variations
led Wentworth and Tinsley (2005) to conclude that the
variations in the SPSVL models are real and are not due
to interpretation error.

But in spite of the results presented in Figure 5, we do
not use just the SPSVL model as the reference model; instead,
we use an average of the slownesses from all three inva-
sive methods. We elaborate on this decision here. The first
invasive measurements were from a seismic cone penetration
test (SCPT) to a depth of 37 m, performed by Noce at the site
of the borehole before the hole was drilled (Noce and Holzer,

Figure 4. Detailed location map of the CCOC and WSP
blind interpretation exercise. The coordinates of CCOC are
�121:86835° E, 37.33702° N (NAD27 datum), and CCOC and
WSP are separated by about 200 m. The line of trees follows the
course of Coyote Creek. (The aerial image came from Google Earth,
http://earth.google.com, last accessed May 2008.)
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Table 3
Specific Models and Average Shear-Wave Slowness (SS) to Indicated Depth for All Interpretations and All Sites

Method and Reference dmax
�SS�30� �VS�30� �SS�5� �SS�10� �SS�20� �SS�40� �SS�80� �SS�160�

CCOC (CCOC)

Reference Model (see text) 293 4.42 227 4.74 4.76 4.76 4.19 3.45 2.71

SSDHR-BH (Gibbs, WC [2003]; Boore, 2003a) 184.5 4.29 233 4.56 4.56 4.56 4.11 3.4 2.68

SSDHR-SCPT (Holzer, WC [2004]) 37.2 4.23 237 4.78 4.78 4.66

SASW (Bay et al., 2005) 24.7 4.82 208 5.65 5.37 5.09

SASW (Stokoe, WC [2004]) 34 4.81 208 5.81 5.47 5.2

CCOC (WSP)
SSDHR (Holzer, WC [2005]) 21 4.44 225 4.44 4.44 4.44

HRRR (Williams et al., 2005) 85 4.55 220 4.98 4.66 5.02 4.09 3.36

SASW (Bay et al., 2005) 27.1 4.87 205 6.5 5.83 5.18

SASW (Kayen, 2005) 32.3 5.09 197 7.98 6.64 5.74

SASW (Stokoe, WC [2004]) 38 4.6 217 6.54 5.84 5.37

MASW (Stephenson, Williams, et al., 2005) 100 4.54 220 5.3 5.27 4.95 4.1 2.97

MMSPAC (Asten, 2005) 3420 4.28 234 5.56 5.56 4.95 3.95 3.36 2.64

SPAC (Hartzell et al., 2005) 350 4.11 243 5.85 5.85 4.85 3.72 3.1 2.47

ReMi (Louie, via Stephenson, WC [2005]) 100 4.2 238 5.57 5.24 5.02 3.76 2.88

ReMi (Stephenson, Williams, et al., 2005) 100 4.35 230 4.9 4.88 4.65 4.05 3.12

HVSR (Lang, WC [2004]) 521 3.57 280 5.33 4.33 3.79 3.35 2.84 2.42

MASW�MAM (Hayashi, 2005) 178.1 4.78 209 7.31 6.51 5.42 4.34 3.48 3.02

MASW� FK (Yoon and Rix, 2005) 130 4.49 223 6.35 6.11 5.01 4.09 3.2

GUAD
MASW (Stephenson, WC [2005]) 60 4.29 233 6.76 5.77 4.92 3.96

SASW (Stokoe, WC [2004]) 22.6 4.14 242 6.15 5.43 4.71

MMSPAC (Asten, WC [2006]) 4875 4.49 223 5.26 5.26 4.68 4.12 3.45 2.81

ReMi (Louie, via Stephenson, WC [2005]) 210.5 3.66 273 6.29 4.97 4.17 3.37 2.95 2.45

ReMi (Stephenson, WC [2005]) 180 3.04 329 3.31 3.31 3.34 2.88 2.88 2.48

HVSR (Lang, WC [2005]) 520 4.55 220 4.55 4.55 4.55 3.98 3.12 2.62

MGCY
Reference Model (SPSVL data, 5m average) 260 2.28 439 3.56 2.95 2.55 2.06 1.71 1.48

HRRR (Stephenson, WC [2005]) 30 2.24 447 3.76 2.93 2.45

MASW (Stephenson, WC [2005]) 70 2.51 398 3.38 3.04 2.73 2.28

MMSPAC (Asten, WC [2006]) 4940 2.45 409 3.17 3.17 2.63 2.29 1.93 1.52

ReMi (Louie, via Stephenson, WC [2005]) 100 2.42 413 4.41 3.27 2.7 2.23 1.94

ReMi (Stephenson, WC [2005]) 160 2.46 406 2.96 2.96 2.62 2.26 1.92 1.52

STGA
Reference Model (SPSVL data, 5-m average) 260 2.45 408 4 3.55 2.67 2.46 2.08 1.67

HRRR (Stephenson, WC [2005]) 30 2.11 475 3.76 3.23 2.44

MASW (Stephenson, WC [2005]) 80 2.66 376 3.31 3.66 2.88 2.58 2.16

MMSPAC (Asten, WC [2006]) 5185 2.6 385 3.03 3.03 2.77 2.52 2.23 1.82

ReMi (Louie, via Stephenson, WC [2005]) 189.2 2.45 409 2.9 2.63 2.49 2.35 2.09 1.56

ReMi (Stephenson, WC [2005]) 190 2.47 404 2.75 2.75 2.82 2.33 2.12 1.63

STPK
Reference Model (SPSVL data, 5-m average) 300.2 3.46 289 5.2 4.72 3.89 3.11 2.45 1.89

MMSPAC (Asten, WC [2006]) 5026 3.68 272 4.17 3.94 4.14 3.36 2.79 2.12

HVSR (Lang, WC [2005]) 630 2.5 400 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.41 2.27 2.16

(continued)
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2003). Next came the SPSVL measurements, made by Steller
in the uncased borehole to a depth of 293 m, and finally came
the measurements made by Gibbs in the PVC-cased borehole
to a depth of 184 m, with a surface source and a downhole
receiver, using procedures described by Boore (2003a) and
by Boore and Thompson (2007). In the measurements made
by Noce and by Gibbs, a surface source and a downhole
receiver were used, so we use the abbreviation SSDHR for
the methods, appending SCPT and BH for the two surveys,
respectively (where BH stands for borehole). As shown in
figure 7 of Boore (2006), the travel times from the surface
to depth for the two SSDHR surveys are very similar. The
travel times are consistent with a pronounced layer of coarse
material from 19 to 23 m in depth having low values of slow-
ness compared to the surrounding material. This layer shows
up clearly on the SCPT friction ratio and tip resistance mea-
surements (see fig. 4 in Wentworth and Tinsley, 2005), and
age measurements from cores show the low slowness layer
to be the base of the Holocene deposition cycle, deposited
unconformably on Pleistocene deposits (Wentworth and
Tinsley, 2005). We discuss this in some detail because there
is a distinct mismatch in the SSHDR models and the SPSVL
model at depths less than about 30 m, with the SPSVL model
having higher values of slowness on average. As we will

Table 4
Models Used When Multiple Models for a Given Investigator Team

Were Available

Site Investigator(s) Model Used

CCOC Bay et al. Model from forward modeling
CCOC Stokoe Average of upper and lower bound models

for CL2 profile (closest to borehole)
WSP Asten pkdec2
WSP Bay et al. Model from forward modeling
WSP Hartzell Model using SPAC analysis
WSP Lang Model provided in October 2004
WSP Stephenson Model provided in March 2005
WSP Stokoe Average of upper and lower bound models
WLLO Asten WLLO3a

Table 3 (Continued)
Method and Reference dmax

�SS�30� �VS�30� �SS�5� �SS�10� �SS�20� �SS�40� �SS�80� �SS�160�

WLLO
Reference Model (average Ss SSDHR models) 99 3.98 252 6.34 5.54 4.8 3.68 2.85

SSDHR-BH (D. M. B. analysis, Gibbs data) 99.5 3.97 252 6.62 5.7 4.79 3.68 2.85

SSDHR-SCPT (D. M. B. analysis, Holzer data) 23.5 4.26 235 6.05 5.37 4.8

MMSPAC (Asten, model WLLO3a, WC [2006]) 1220 4.1 244 6.06 5.41 4.63 3.83 3.05 2.28

Note that no average slowness is shown for depths exceeding the maximum depth of a model (dmax, in meters). Also shown are the average
shear-wave slowness and velocity to 30 m ( �SS�30� and �VS�30�), with the lowest-most layer extrapolated to 30 m if needed. Written
communication to the first author is denoted by WC. Note that most of the models attributed to Stephenson, WC (2005) are discussed in
Stephenson, Louie, et al. (2005). No average slownesses are given for the SPSVL model because it does not extend to the surface;
assumptions were made by the first author in extending the model to the surface when constructing the reference model for each site. The
units of slowness and velocity are sec =km and m=sec, respectively.

Figure 5. Correlation of SPSVL velocities for P and S waves
with fine-grained layers (blue) and coarse-grained layers (orange).
The grain sizes were taken from the drill logs; modified from
Wentworth and Tinsley, 2005.
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show later, the slownesses from the noninvasive measure-
ments are also, on average, higher than those obtained from
the SSDHR measurements. This, in combination with our
experience comparing SSDHR-BH and SPSVL models at a
number of sites, would suggest that we should use the SPSVL
model as the reference model. But because of the differences
seen at CCOC for depths less than about 30 m, we decided to
form a reference model by averaging the slownesses from
each intrusive model at each depth (of course, if a slowness
value was not available because the depth exceeded the depth
of the model, we used what was available). We used averages
of the SPSVL model over 5-m depth intervals rather than the
actual values of slowness in order to reduce the variability
somewhat (full-reverberation amplifications using averaging
intervals ranging from 0.5 to 10 m were almost identical
for frequencies less than 10 Hz, which is consistent with
an example shown in Boore and Thompson [2007] for a
different site with similar variability to that in the SPSVL
model). We also used reinterpretations by the first author
of the SSDHR-BH and SSDHR-SCPT travel times, interpreted
using the method of Boore and Thompson (2007), in an at-
tempt to resolve finer variations than in the original models
submitted for the blind interpretation exercise.

It is important to point out that differences of slowness
from a specific model from the reference model do not ne-
cessarily imply an error in the specific model, for as G. Rix
(personal comm., 2004) points out, “each type of seismic
measurement is very different and captures a different aspect
of the properties at the site. For example, the suspension PS
logger (SPSVL), downhole test and surface wave test sample
increasingly larger volumes of soil. If the soil conditions are
heterogeneous (which they most certainly are), each test will
measure different values of velocity” (Asten and Boore,
2005b). For many purposes, simply comparing one noninva-
sive model to another may be as meaningful as comparing a
particular noninvasive model to the reference model—the
variability gives an idea of the uncertainty of the estimates,
even if we do not know the true model, particularly for mod-
els using the same type of measurement.

Slowness Comparisons

In this section, we show comparisons of slowness for the
various models. Conspicuously absent in these graphical
comparisons (with one exception) are error bars or uncer-
tainty for each layer SS and thickness parameter for each
model. We know of no meaningful way to obtain uncertain-
ties in a completely objective sense. Of the noninvasive
measurements at CCOC, only one (Yoon and Rix, 2005)
presented formal parameter uncertainties, derived from
inversion theory as applied to the observed and fitted
Rayleigh-wave dispersion-curve data, where observed
Rayleigh-wave phase-velocity data were ascribed a 5% un-
certainty. Estimates of uncertainty based on inversion theory
assume data errors to follow Gaussian error distributions,
whereas phase-velocity measurements in practice appear
to be subject to biases rather than random error distributions.

A review of dispersion curves derived by different methods
reported in Asten and Boore (2005a) indicates that bias is a
general problem, especially at low frequencies where the
signal-to-noise ratio is a limitation with active methods,
and array size (hence resolution) becomes a limitation for
passive methods at high frequencies. For these or other un-
stated reasons, the majority of authors referenced in this
study have not attempted to provide uncertainty estimates
for derived parameters. The only formal uncertainties we
show are for the SSDHR-BH model in Figure 6. These are
the uncertainties from fitting lines to the travel-time versus
depth data, but they do not include the uncertainties that can
arise from systematic errors in picking the arrival times.

Comparisons of slowness for the models at CCOC are
shown in Figure 6, with the invasive models and the spectral
analysis of surface wave (SASW) noninvasive models shown
in the left and right graphs, respectively. The invasive models
are those submitted to the blind estimation exercise, not the
first author’s reinterpretation. We connected the individual
SPSVL values in the left graph with lines, our justifica-
tion coming from Wentworth and Tinsley’s (2005) conclu-
sion that the variations in the SPSVL slownesses are real.
Although the near-surface detail is hard to see because of
the depth scale used in the figure, the systematically larger
values of the SPSVL slowness at shallow depths are readily
apparent. It is also noteworthy that the SSDHR-BH model is
very close to the depth-interval-averaged SPSVL model at
deeper depths. Both models show a similar low-to-high-
to-low variation in slowness from about 45 to 75 m (this vari-
ation corresponds to a thick layer of fine-grained sediments
sandwiched between coarser-grained deposits, as shown in
Fig. 5). As can be seen from Figures 7, 8, and 9, none of
the noninvasive models show these variations. The two
SASW models are quite similar to one another, although they
depart systematically from the reference model (but recall
our comment regarding possible reasons that the models
might be different even if correct).

The models obtained from measurements at WSP are
shown in Figures 7, 8, and 9. In each figure, the same models
are shown with two depth scales: deep on the left and shallow
on the right. Figures 7, 8, and 9 show models derived for the
active-, passive-, and combined-source measurements, re-
spectively. The active-source models do not extend to depths
as great as the other models, and the slownesses for all mod-
els are systematically higher than the reference slownesses at
depths less than about 10 m. We speculate that this might be
due in part to the fact that the lawn at WSP is well watered,
unlike the somewhat-compacted soil near CCOC. Brown et al.
(2002, fig. 8) found a similar difference in near-surface slow-
nesses at the Sepulveda Veteran’s Administration Hospital in
southern California. On the other hand, Figure 6 shows that
the SASW measurements near CCOC are also higher than our
reference model. As mentioned earlier, this might suggest
that our reference model is incorrect at shallow depths,
but we think our reasoning for including the other invasive
models in deriving the reference model is sound.
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Another way of comparing slowness that is directly re-
lated to several methods for approximating site amplification
is to compute the average of the slowness from the surface to
a depth. This is done using the equation

�SS�z� �
1

z

Z
z

0

SS�η� dη: (1)

The result of doing that for the noninvasive and the reference
model is shown in Figure 10. The average slownesses for a
set of depths are tabulated in Table 3 for all sites. Note the
convergence of the average slowness near 30 m (which is
probably a coincidence) and the large scatter of average
slowness at shallow depths. Note also that the models based
on passive and combined active and passive measurements
generally extend to greater depths than do those from active
sources. The average slowness to 30 m is used to define site
classes in the National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Pro-
gram (NEHRP) building codes (Dobry et al., 2000; BSSC,
2004); these classes are shown in Figure 10.

Amplification Comparisons

For all methods, we compute the amplification for each
model and for a reference model. We then formed the ratio of
the amplification from the specific model and from the
reference model.

We first use the linear site amplification incorporated in
the Boore and Atkinson (2008; hereafter, BA08) ground-
motion prediction equations. The logarithm of the ratio of
the amplification for a particular model with average slow-
ness of �SS�30� and the amplification for the reference model
with average slowness of �SS�30�ref is given by

lnA=Aref � blin ln� �SS�30�ref= �SS�30��; (2)

where we have used equation (7) of BA08, written in terms
of slowness rather than velocity. The coefficients blin, which
are functions of the oscillator period, are given in table 3 of
BA08 (these coefficients are based on the work of Choi
and Stewart [2005]). We plot the results in Figure 11. The
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ratios show that the predicted amplifications using �SS�30�
from different methods differ by less than 10% for most
cases. This is a trivial difference, so in this sense all of
the methods and interpretations give comparable results in
terms of a practical application. As a side note, it is interest-
ing to observe that the models from interpretations of data
collected using active sources give larger amplifications than
do those from models using passive-source data, consistent
with the larger values of �SS�30� for the active-source models
seen in Figure 10. One reason for this might be that passive-
source measurements are rarely designed to resolve near-sur-
face properties, whereas active sources often use closely
spaced sensors and high-frequency sources to obtain more
accurate values of the near-surface properties. Because the
slowness near the surface is generally larger than at depth,
a more accurate model of these near-surface slownesses will
lead to larger amplifications than from a model that averages

the near-surface slowness with deeper slowness, resulting in
a lower overall slowness for the near-surface layers and thus
lower amplifications. A similar conclusion was reported by
Cornou et al. (2007).

The similarity in the amplifications shown in Figure 11
is a result of the similarity of �SS�30� for the various models.
As shown in Figure 10, the average slownesses have the
fortuitous property that they tend to converge at 30 m. If
the amplifications had been based on averages to shallower
depths, we would expect to find larger variations in the am-
plification. To assess this, we computed amplifications
based on the SRZ; see Boore (2003b) for a discussion of this
method, which for any depth uses the average slowness to
that depth as the inverse of the effective seismic impedance
Z and assigns the resulting amplification to a frequency cor-
responding to a wavelength that is four times the depth.
Other papers using ratios from SRZ amplifications in com-
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Figure 11. Amplifications at CCOC/WSP from the average slowness to 30 m from the various models, relative to the amplification for the
reference model, using the linear amplification coefficients of Choi and Stewart (2005), as modified by Boore and Atkinson (2007, 2008).
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paring slowness models include Boore and Brown (1998a,b),
Brown et al. (2002), Stephenson, Louie, et al. (2005),
and Cornou et al. (2007). The ratios of the amplifica-
tion for a particular CCOC or WSP model and that for the
reference model are shown in Figure 12 (note that the lowest
frequency plotted for a given model corresponds to the
quarter-wavelength equaling the deepest depth of a model).
Clearly there is more variability than before, particularly at
higher frequencies; this is expected from the slowness vari-
ations at shallow depths. But the variations are still relatively
small, being largely less than 20%.

Although the SRZ amplifications are very useful for
comparing the practical implications of various slowness
models, they should be applied with caution when making
amplification predictions for a given model. This is because
the SRZ amplifications will always underestimate the funda-
mental model resonance of a system for which the slowness
structure leads to a strong resonance. So why not base our
comparisons on calculations of amplifications that account
for all reverberations in the layered structure? There are
two main reasons for this: (1) full-reverberation calculations
require a model of slowness at depths generally deeper than
the model under consideration (simply inserting a half-space
beneath the model can lead to misleading results, unless a
true impedance step exists at the base of the model) and
(2) ratios of amplifications are sensitive to small differences
in the frequencies of peaks and troughs in the individual am-
plifications, as we will illustrate shortly. For those reasons,

we prefer to use ratios of SRZ amplifications as practically
meaningful measures of differences between models.

To illustrate the full-reverberation calculations, we used
the WSP SASW model of Bay et al. (2005) (for brevity, we
refer to this in the following as the Bay model). We derived
an extension of the reference model to greater depths by ap-
pending the SPSVL model at GUAD, averaged over 5-m in-
tervals, from 291 to 410 m, and the generic rock model of
Boore and Joyner (1997) with the depth scale adjusted so that
the slowness at 410 m equals the estimated slowness of the
Franciscan Complex (KJf) material (0:67 sec =km). The ex-
tended reference model and its components are shown in Fig-
ure 13. We then appended the extended reference model to
the Bay model, starting at a depth corresponding to the bot-
tom of the Bay model. As Figure 7 shows, the reference and
the Bay slownesses are similar at the bottommost depth of
the Bay model; therefore, the impedance contrast at the depth
at which the two models were joined is small.

Having extended both the Bay and the reference models
to a depth of 8 km, we then computed amplifications, rela-
tive to a half-space with a slowness of 0:286 sec =km
(3:5 km=sec), assuming vertical incidence of plane SH
waves and no damping in the layers. To account for damping,
we applied the simple attenuation operator exp��πκf� to the
amplifications, with κ � 0:04 sec. The amplifications for
the two models (Bay and reference) computed for the two
methods (SRZ and full reverberations) are shown in the
left graph of Figure 14. As mentioned before, the SRZ
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Figure 12. Amplifications at CCOC/WSP from the SRZ method (Boore, 2003b), relative to the amplification for the reference model.
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amplifications seriously underestimate the fundamental reso-
nance peak at about 0.3 Hz. For higher frequencies, the SRZ
amplifications average the peaks and troughs of the full-
reverberation amplifications, as expected (see Day, 1996).
The ratios of the amplifications are shown in the right graph
(the attenuation operator cancels out of the ratio). Also
shown in the right graph are the ratios from the SRZ method
without extension of the slowness models to greater depths;
note that these ratios and those from the extended depth
models are equal for frequencies greater than 1.9 Hz (the fre-
quency corresponding to the bottom of the Bay et al. [2005]
model), showing one of the advantages of the SRZ method:
the amplifications for a depth-limited model do not depend
on the unknown deeper structure for frequencies above the
frequency associated with the maximum depth of the model.
Also note that the ratio of the SRZ does a good job of captur-
ing the mean ratio of the full-reverberation amplifications
without the large peaks and troughs resulting from minor dif-
ferences in the frequencies of the peak and troughs of the
individual amplifications from the Bay and the reference
models.

Results: GUAD, MGCY, STGA, STPK, and WLLO

Fewer slowness investigations were performed at the
other sites, and for that reason our discussion of them is brief-
er than our discussion of the results for CCOC/WSP.

Slowness Comparisons

We limit our comparisons to graphs of slowness with
depth. These are given in Figures 15–19. Note that no SPSVL
slownesses are available for depths less than 50 m at GUAD
because of the presence of steel casing in that depth range. In
addition, no SSDHR investigations were made at GUAD, so
we cannot construct a reference model at that site extending
to the surface. No SSDHR measurements were made at
MGCY, STGA, or STPK, so the reference model is derived
solely from the SPSVL slownesses at those sites. Finally, no
SPSVL measurements were made at WLLO, so the reference
model was constructed by averaging the slownesses of the
SSDHR-BH and SSDHR-SCPT models derived by the first
author from travel times obtained by Gibbs and Noce; the
reference model at WLLO only extends to 99 m.

While it is hard to generalize about the comparisons
shown in Figures 15–19, the different methods give slow-
nesses that are quite similar to one another. Particularly im-
pressive is the agreement between the SPSVL slownesses and
the deeper models from the HVSR and MMSPAC methods at
GUAD and the MMSPAC method at STGA and STPK. We
note that GUAD is the only site for which the borehole pe-
netrated bedrock and for which SPSVL results are available;
the bedrock depth is around 410 m, and the MMSPAC method
identified a step decrease in slowness at 375 m. In addition,
at WLLO, the MMSPAC method finds a step decrease in
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slowness at a depth close to that estimated for the bedrock
depth (220 versus 241 m) (at WLLO, the borehole also
penetrated bedrock, but no SPSVL measurements were
obtained at that site).

Amplification Comparisons

We show no amplification ratios for the other sites, as
the results are similar to those for CCOC/WSP in terms of
overall variation (generally less than 10%). Stephenson,
Louie, et al. (2005) include amplification ratio compari-
sons based on SRZ for several of the sites, although their
reference models are not always the same as ours, lead-
ing to some differences in the details of the ratios (but with
a similar overall finding regarding the variability of the
amplification).

Slowness Variations across the Valley

Motivated by the systematic changes in slownesses for
the SPSVL models in Figure 3, we show in Figure 20 the
average slownesses for the different classes of models as
a function of distance from the valley edge. Each graph
corresponds to a different depth to which the slowness is
averaged. We think that this figure is a useful summary of
what we have found in this article. Taken as a whole, the
average slownesses from all methods clearly show an in-
crease with increasing distance from the valley edge. Of
course, the large variations in slowness near the surface, ob-
vious in Figure 3, exert a strong influence on the averages
to deeper depths (in general, if the only variation in slow-
ness is above a depth HS, with a difference of average
slowness to that depth for two sites given by ΔSS, then
the difference in slowness to a greater depthHD will be given
by �HS=HD�ΔSS). But Figure 3 shows that there are clear
differences in slowness for depths as large as 300 m. We also
see in Figure 20 that the variability between the models is
greatest at shallow depths, and that the models using non-
invasive active sources do not extend to depths as great as
do those from passive sources.

Conclusions and Discussion

In general, the various methods yield slowness models
similar enough to one another that site amplifications based
on any one model are within about 10%–20% of those from
other models. Models based on measurements using passive
sources extend to greater depths than those from models
based on active-source measurements, primarily because
the passive sources are generally lower frequency than active
sources—it is difficult to generate low-frequency motions
with active sources. On the other hand, the receiver arrays
for passive-source investigations often are not designed to

capture near-surface details. In future studies, we encourage
the derivation of models based on a combination of active
and passive sources or a wider range of passive-array radii.

We temper our positive conclusions with the observation
that although the sites are quite typical of those from which
strong-motion data have been obtained in California, the
sites at which the investigations were conducted are easy
sites, without strong gradients of the slowness with depth
(this includes both gradients over several tens of meters as
well as abrupt changes between materials of very different
lithology or geologic age). It would be of great interest to
repeat this blind interpretation exercise at other locations
with subsurface slowness variations different than those in
the Santa Clara Valley of California. One such blind study
was conducted by Asten et al. (2005) in a region with
21 m of soft silt (SS � 6:25 sec =km) overlying firm glacial
till (SS � 1:81 sec =km); they found that the slownesses
above and below the interface, as well as the depth to the
interface, were within 5% of independently determined
values.
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